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GTI VR6
by FOadmin • October 10, 2012 • 0 Comments
The GTI VR6 is known to be a revolution in the market with the origin of a small, quick,
hatchpack that included a compact but powerful V6 engine. The name VR6 was derived from
the word vee that concerns the cylinder configuration and Reihenmotor whose origin is
German, means inline Read more →
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Ford GT for Sale
by FOadmin • October 10, 2012 • 0 Comments
Can you imagine what Henry and Edsel Ford would have thought of a car like the Ford GT?
The manufacturers of the first ever car that was built on an assembly line (the Ford Model T

is what we are talking about here of course) would have loved the car. To them it would have
looked like it came straight out of space. Read more →
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Ford GT
by FOadmin • October 8, 2012 • 0 Comments
The Ford GT was released by the ford company and was built in the period from 2003 to
2006. The car was designed with the aim of showcasing the previous famous creations like
Mustang and Thunderbird. The chief designer of the car was the head of the Ford design
studio, Camilo pardo Read more →
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Ford GT 1000
by FOadmin • October 8, 2012 • 0 Comments
With giants like Ferrari ruling over the European super car market it was Henry Ford who
changed the history of American car companies by building the first super car. He laid the
foundation for the Ford GT40 that remained as the winner of the prestigious 24 hours of Le
Mans for 4 consecutive Read more →
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